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Abstract
We give some sufﬁcient conditions for the existence of a 2-coloring for k-uniform
hypergraphs. When the number of edges equals the size of the base set of the hypergraph, these
conditions are based on the permanent of the incidence matrix.
r 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
There are a few criteria known under which a k-uniform hypergraph is 2-
colorable, for instance, when each edge intersects at most d other edges and eðd þ
1Þp2k1 [4]. This follows from a direct application of the Lovasz local lemma. An
application of the lemma also proves that k-regular k-uniform hypergraphs for kX9
are 2-colorable. Alon and Bregman [2] proved that this holds for k ¼ 8 as well, by a
different argument. The main result in [8], together with the known connection
between even cycles in digraphs and 2-colorability of hypergraphs (see [2]), imply
that every k-uniform, k-regular hypergraph is 2-colorable for all kX4:
Recently, improving an old result of Beck et al. [6] proved that a k-uniform
hypergraph is 2-colorable as long as the number of edges is at most Oð2n ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃn
ln n
p Þ:
These results use the probabilistic method.
We ﬁnd other sufﬁcient conditions for the existence of a 2-coloring. Our method is
similar to the method of Alon and Tarsi [5]. Both results relate the existence of one
object to the counting of another. Alon and Tarsi relate the existence of a coloring to
the number of odd and even eulerian subgraphs. We relate the existence of a coloring
to the permanent of the incidence matrix of the hypergraph. The paper by Alon [1]
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contains a beautiful detailed description of the method used here. See [3] for another
paper using similar methods and [7] for related results.
2. Hypergraph 2-coloring polynomials
Let H be a k-uniform hypergraph with edges S1;y; Sm over the set ½n ¼
f1; 2;y; ng:
We deﬁne the following polynomials associated with H:
%pðHÞ ¼
Ym
j¼1
X
iASj
xi
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@
1
A X
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0
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A k
0
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%qðHÞ ¼
Ym
j¼1
X
iASj
xi:
Let pðHÞ and qðHÞ be the multilinear polynomials obtained by simplifying %pðHÞ
and %qðHÞ; respectively, using the identities x2i ¼ xi:
Proposition 1. H is not 2-colorable iff pðHÞ ¼ 0 for all xiAf0; 1g:
Proof. The polynomial pðHÞ evaluates to 0 iff at least one of the terms evaluates to
0: A term evaluates to 0 iff all variables corresponding to some set are either 1 or all
variables corresponding to some set are 0: Suppose H is 2-colored using colors red
and blue. The assignment xi ¼ 0 when i is colored red and xi ¼ 1 when i is colored
blue witnesses the fact that pðHÞc0: Conversely, any non-zero 0–1 assignment to the
variables for which pðHÞ is non-zero is a good 2-coloring. &
Proposition 2. If some coefficient of qðHÞc0 mod k then H is 2-colorable.
Proof. Let s be minimum such that the coefﬁcient of an s-term monomial is non-
zero. Setting the elements corresponding to these monomials to 1 and the others to 0
gives a 2-coloring of H: Indeed, for this assignment to variables, qðHÞ evaluates to a
value that is non-zero modulo k: This implies that for each set the number of ones
can neither be zero nor k: &
Note that the converse holds for k prime.
3. The coefﬁcients
Let H be a k-uniform hypergraph with n edges over the base set ½n: In the next
section, we will generalize this to all k-uniform hypergraphs; but the results are not
as appealing.
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Let M denote the set-element incidence matrix of the hypergraph. That is,
Mij ¼ 1; if jASi and 0; otherwise. The coefﬁcient of the leading term (x1 
 x2?xn) of
qðHÞ is the number of ways of picking one copy of each element by picking
one element from each set. This value equals the permanent of M; denoted
permðMÞ:
The theorem below now follows from Proposition 2.
Theorem 3. If permðMÞc0 mod k then H is 2-colorable.
To strengthen this result we consider the next coefﬁcient.
Let UC½n: Let GðUÞ denote the set of all surjections from ½n to U : The coefﬁcient
of the monomial
Q
iAU xi counts the number of ways of picking elements from each
set, such that each element in U is picked at least once, and no other element is
picked. Let U˜ denote the n  jU j submatrix of M with the columns corresponding to
entries in U : We can now describe the coefﬁcient of the monomial
Q
iAU xi asP
aAGðUÞ
Qn
i¼1 U˜iaðiÞ:
While it is difﬁcult to interpret other coefﬁcients, the coefﬁcient corresponding to
monomials with n  1 terms has a nice meaning. Denote by ci the coefﬁcient of
x1 
 x2?xi1 
 xiþ1?xn1 of qðHÞ: Let Wi ¼ ½n\fig; and let Mi ¼ W˜i: Following the
argument in the previous paragraph, ci ¼
P
aAGðWiÞ
Qn
j¼1 M
i
jaðjÞ; where M
i denotes
M without the ith column. The coefﬁcient ci counts the number of ways of picking
each element in Wi; choosing exactly one element twice, and the others once.
Consider, now, the term jSj\figj permðMjiÞ where Mji denotes the minor obtained
by deleting the ith column and the jth row. This counts the number of ways of
picking the elements of ½n\fig; one from each set such that only the element picked
from Sj is picked twice. Hence 2ci ¼
Pn
j¼1 jSj\figj permðMjiÞ:
We expand the RHS as
X
j:ieSj
ðkÞ permðMjiÞ þ
X
j:iASj
ðk  1Þ permðMjiÞ:
If %Mi denotes the matrix obtained by complementing the ith column of M; then this
sum is ðk  1Þ permðMÞ þ ðkÞ permð %MiÞ:
The main theorem below, now follows easily from the discussion above.
Theorem 4. If for any i; ðk  1Þ permðMÞ þ ðkÞ permð %MiÞc0 mod 2k; then H is 2-
colorable.
The following corollaries are immediate.
Corollary 5. If k is odd, H has a 2-coloring if any of these conditions hold:
1. permðMÞc0 mod k;
2. permð %MjÞc0 mod 2 for any j:
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Note that if k is even then permðMÞ is even.
Corollary 6. If k is even and permð %MiÞ is even for any i; then H has a 2-coloring if
permðMÞc0 mod 2k:
Corollary 7. If k is even and permð %MjÞ is odd for any i; then H has a 2-coloring if
permðMÞck mod 2k:
The previous two corollaries imply the following surprising result:
Corollary 8. If k is even, permð %MiÞ is odd for some i and even for another, then H has
a 2-coloring.
We include another proof of the last corollary due to an anonymous referee. By
assumption, adding the all 1 vector to one of the columns makes M non-singular and
hence M has rank n  1: The sum of all the columns is the zero vector in GF(2), and
since the rank is n  1; this is the only linear dependence between the columns.
Adding the all 1 vector to some other column (say column j) leaves the matrix
singular and hence there must be a linear dependence between the columns. This
dependence must include the column j; since otherwise it is a dependence among
columns of M which is not the unique dependence. Hence, the all 1 vector is in the
column space of M; and can be generated by addition of a subset T of the columns.
Coloring the elements corresponding to T red and the rest blue gives a 2-coloring
of H:
4. The general case
In this section, we will consider hypergraphs with number of edges at least as
many as the number of vertices. The proof here is very similar to the proof of the
main theorem in [5].
A hypergraph H ¼ /S;FS can be represented as a bipartite graph GðHÞ ¼
/F; S; ES; where E ¼ ffA; xg :AAF; xAS; xAAg:
Let G ¼ /A; B; ES be a bipartite graph such that jAjXjBj: A quasi-matching is a
subgraph of G in which the degree of every vertex in A is one and the degree of every
vertex in B is positive. (Note that when jAj ¼ jBj; this is just a perfect matching.)
Consider, now, the polynomial qðHÞ associated with the hypergraph H:
The coefﬁcient of the leading term ðx1 
 x2?xnÞ of qðHÞ counts the number
of ways of picking each element at least once by picking exactly one element from
each set. This is the number of quasi-matchings in GðHÞ: The following theorem
follows.
Theorem 9. Let H be a k-uniform hypergraph. If the number of quasi-matchings in
GðHÞc0 mod k then H is 2-colorable.
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One can consider other coefﬁcients. They count the number of ways of picking a
ﬁxed subset of elements, each element picked at least once, by picking exactly one
element from each set.
It would be interesting to see if this technique can be combined with the
probabilistic method to get new sufﬁcient conditions for hypergraph 2-colorability.
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